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Before I fall, by Lauren Oliver, is a book that was recommended to me by my librarian.

It is amazing to me how well librarians can pinpoint exactly what books will speak to each 

person. Maybe it’s a knack.

I loved this book. It isn’t the type of story I usually read, preferring fantasy for the most 

part. And this has elements of fantasy, because time rewinds over and over again. But I didn’t 

even know what it was about when I checked it out. I trust my librarian so much that when she

hands me a book, I take it on faith I’m going to enjoy it. After all, she’s worked at the library 

since I started checking books out from it, over twenty years ago.

Anyway, the book itself deals primarily with the question “What would you do if you 

knew you only had one day left to live?” But there’s a twist, because Sam knows that at the 

end of her “one day,” it’s all going to start all over again. It’s also about learning that every life 

matters, that every person counts, no matter how small they may seem.

The characters are believable and there is equal concern for all aspects of life; it isn’t 

like typical teen novels where the romantic story is the main feature. There is a romantic 

element, but her romantic pursuits are no less important to Sam than her quest to make her 

own life mean something by helping someone else.

It’s unique because it’s written from the perspective of a popular girl. That might turn off

some readers, but I found myself more intrigued rather than less. Because popularity comes 

with its own burdens, ones that those of us who aren’t don’t understand until later in life (if we 

ever do), and I think Oliver does a great job showing how hard it can be to be popular.

No one’s life is ever easy. This is a book that contains great words of wisdom and I feel

that I will be looking for more of Oliver’s books during my next trip to the library.
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